
Shell Pneumatic Walker 
For maximum protection and comfort.

BAUERFEIND.COM

Code L4360/L4361*

Medial and lateral 
Air Bladder 

provides support and com-
pression to control swelling 

and promote healing 

Integrated Air Pumps 
to adjust the pneumatic liner /

airbladder

Hard shell walking boot with air 
bladder system around the ankle. The 
medial and lateral bladders can be 
adjusted with the integrated air pumps 
on both sides of the boot. 

Short and tall version available.  

Soft Boot Liner
for extra comfort and compliance

Rocker Bottom 
to simulate natural gait 

Non-skid Sole
for maximum grip and  
shock absorbtion

Wide Footbed 
suitable for different foot anatomies,   
  accomodates swelling and  
      bandages 

Circular Strap system
for easy adjustable compression 

Adjustable  
Toe Gard
for increased protection

 °SIZES   XS =0, S = 1, M = 2, L = 3, XL = 4

 Size XS S M L XL Order Number
 Shoe Size Women Men Women Men Women Men Women Men Women Men
 Short < 5.5 < 4 6 - 8 4.5 - 7 8.5 - 11.5 7.5 - 10 11.5 - 13.5 10.5 - 12.5 13.5 < 12.5 < 1281184017101°
 Tall <5.5 <4 6 - 8 4.5 - 7 8.5 - 11.5 7.5 - 10 11.5 - 13.5 10.5 - 12.5 13.5 < 12.5 < 1281184017201°

Short and 
tall version 
available 

*Suggested codes are based on PDAC coding verified as of 01/18. It is the responsibility of the 
provider to  deter mine the appropriate billing code, as well as, whether the use of a product 
complies with medical necessity and other  documentation requirements of the payer.



Pneumatic Walker 
For protection and comfort.

BAUERFEIND.COM

Code L4360/L4361*

Air Bladder 
provides support and com-
pression to control swelling 
and promote healing 

Integrated Air Pump 
to adjust the pneumatic liner /
airbladder

Walker boot with large air bladder 
system. The bladder can be adjusted 
with the integrated air pump at the top 
of the boot. 

Short and tall version available.  

Soft Boot Liner
for extra comfort and compliance

Rocker Bottom 
to simulate natural gait 

Non-skid Sole
for maximum grip and  
shock absorbtion

Wide Footbed 
suitable for different foot anatomies,   
  accomodates swelling and  
      bandages 

Circular 
Strap system
for easy adjustable 

compression 

 °SIZES   XS =0, S = 1, M = 2, L = 3, XL = 4

 Size XS S M L XL Order Number
 Shoe Size Women Men Women Men Women Men Women Men Women Men
 Short  < 5.5 < 4 6 - 8 4.5 - 7 8.5 - 11.5 7.5 - 10 11.5 - 13.5 10.5 - 12.5 13.5 < 12.5 < 1281185017101°
 Tall <5.5 <4 6 - 8 4.5 - 7 8.5 - 11.5 7.5 - 10 11.5 - 13.5 10.5 - 12.5 13.5 < 12.5 < 1281185017201°

*Suggested codes are based on PDAC coding verified as of 01/18. It is the responsibility of the 
provider to  deter mine the appropriate billing code, as well as, whether the use of a product 
complies with medical necessity and other  documentation requirements of the payer.

Short and 
tall version 
available 


